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Addis Ababa. A man examing a portable solar panel in a shop importing solar panels in the country.



Solar energy arrived in Ethiopia. In Addis Ababa, the capital, photovoltaic panels are still 
rare and expensive, but they’re quite common in the poor, drought-stricken Southern areas. 
Here, the lack of electricity and the high costs of fuel for the generators made the use of 
solar energy compulsory to recharge lamps and mobile phones, pump the water from the 
wells and power refrigerators used to preserve the vaccines. 

These panels arrive here from China, Korea and Germany and they are distributed through 
international organizations which entrust the village committees with the photovoltaic 
management. Giving energy has also become a business: in the Somali region those lucky 
ones who hold a solar panel allow the other people to use it. By paying a fee.



Anferara. Abdia Udessa, 25, along with two friends with some water tanks in front of the solar panels of their village which power the water pumping system.



Dirid. A village nearby Udet. Mohamed Yasan charging his mobile phone via a small solar panel outside his shop. Paying a small fee, Mohamed charges the cell 
phones of his customers.



Messagit. A techinician is checking on the solar panels which power the local antenna.



Hirin. A woman talking on her mobile phone recharged via small, portable solar panels.



Hirin. A woman and the portable solar panel she uses to recharge her mobile phone and lamp.



Addis Ababa. The sign of a shop which imports solar panels in Ethiopia.



 Wadera. Discussing some solar enegy projects.



Hirin. A young girl watching a portable solar panel outside a shop. The sign explains that in this shop customers can recharge their mobile phone via solar energy 
by paying a small fee.



Melka Guba. Habe Dazo is making a phone call nearby the solar panels which power the local antenna.



Dirid. Paying a small fee, Mohamed Yasan charges the cell phones of his customers.



Anferara. Some water tanks filled from a well powerd via solar panels.



Haraqallo. A public health centre powered by a solar panel (on the roof).
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